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Description: This is the ultimate rubber doormat designed to act as a scraping surface at 

commercial entryways.  The raised “finger like” rubber protrusions scrape away dirt, 

snow, and debris while improving safety by increasing traction. Since the rubber mat 

has raised borders, dirt and moisture are contained within it.  The Door-Scraper keeps 

most of the mess at the door and minimizes interior cleaning costs. 

Material Natural and recycled rubber products  

Sizes:  24 inch x 32 inch, 15lbs. 

32 inch x 39 inch, 25lbs. 

36 inch x 72 inch, 50 lbs. 

Thickness:  5/8”-inch 

Available Border Colors: Black, Yellow, Red, Brown, Blue. 

Applications: Anti-Slip Floor, Airport Entryways, Barns, Boat Docks, Boats, Car Shops, Concert 

Venue, Construction Sites, Commercial Door Mat, Colleges, Corridors, Cruises, Eco-

Floors, Entrance Mat, Equipment Rental, Farms, Golf Courses, Grocery Stores, 

Hospital and Medical Buildings, Hotels, Heavy Duty Floor Mats, Inclines, Industrial 

Buildings, Lumber Yards, Malls, Mountain Resorts, No-Slip Mat Product, Outdoor 

Events, Outdoor Walkways, Outside Door Mat, Rubber Door Mat, Shop Matting, Ski 

Resorts, Snow & Ice, Special Events, Storerooms, Traction Flooring, Wet Areas 

Finger-Top Surface: The “finger like” surface texture of this mat makes it an ideal scraper for high foot 

traffic commercial entryways.  Keep your indoor flooring clean by strategically 

placing two mats on each side of entry doors (i.e. indoor and outdoor).  Most 

importantly, the “finger like” surface texture maximizes safety and traction by 

reducing the possibility of slips due to moisture. 

Bright Colors: This mat is available with a bright (yellow, brown, blue, red) beveled edge which 

increases the visibility of the mat.  This increases awareness and safety by alarming 

oncoming foot-traffic of the location of the mat. 

Cleaning: The resilient rubber surface resists common liquids and the runner can be cleaned by 

any common commercial or household cleaning agents or hosed or mopped in 

outdoor applications. Once dried the product can be reinstalled with ease. 

Natural & Recycled Rubber: This doormat has a combination of both environmentally friendly, recycled, and 

natural based rubbers making this doormat appealing as a sustainable product.   

Availability:  The Door Scraper mat is generally stocked and will ship within 24 hours.  

California Prop 65: 
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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